
2020 VISION
 

(GROW / PLANT / IMPACT)

Redeemer exists for the glory of God through the spread of the gospel 
to see the city & beyond transformed by the gospel

Since the Aston family first moved to Leeds, in Autumn 2010, God has graciously established Redeemer church. From an aspiration to 
an established church, the short history of Redeemer is an outworking of the promise of Jesus to build his church. But Redeemer was 
planted with more than a desire to become established. The vision from the beginning was that Redeemer would be a beachhead. A 
beachhead is a military term that describes a temporary line created when a unit of soldiers reaches an enemy beach. Once established, 
more and more reinforcements begin to join them, swell numbers & the beachhead grows. It becomes stronger, better equipped until 
they start launching attacks to capture more ground. A beachhead exists to keep forward momentum going.

The vision for Redeemer from the beginning was that God would build & grow us in order that we can push out and reach out: into the 
city, the country & the world. That we would play our part in raising up, training & sending out leaders & church planters. Equipping 
gospel workers with generous hearts who will serve the kingdom.

The time has come for us to more deliberately outline a plan and a strategy to see this happen. The establishment of Redeemer church 
allows us to move forward in progress not simply remain static in comfort. The 2020 vision is a godly ambition to see progress in three 
di�erent areas: to grow, to plant and to impact.

Growth is a mark of health in living things. Whilst the bible never assumes numerical growth is a necessary mark of a healthy church, it 
does assume that growth in the gospel is. By 2020 we want to see continued growth at Redeemer in the following three areas:

Pursuing growth in these areas presents huge opportunities and significant challenges. Growth creates a need for more space so we can 
gather, more servant hearted leaders at all levels of the church, more resources to fund the work, added complexity and the growing 
risk of division and disunity. But it’s absolutely worth pursuing the kind of growth that leads to good, healthy, gospel fruit even if it is 
costly. Anything that sees more followers of Christ, with a deeper love for Christ, bringing God more glory is worth all we have to give.

GROW

We want to see each person here at 
Redeemer grow as a follower of Jesus. Deep, 
Spirit generated growth that will produce real 
& lasting fruit. That growth will come as we go 
deeper into the gospel. To help chart growth 
for us as a church we want to continue to 
grow in each of our five gospel rhythms:
 
• Growth as WORSHIPPERS
• Growth as SERVANTS
• Growth as FAMILY
• Growth as DISCIPLES
• Growth as WITNESSES

Whilst numerical growth is not guaranteed, 
our desire is that through the work and 
witness of Redeemer more & more people 
will meet Jesus & then grow up into Jesus. So 
it is our ambition to see Redeemer grow 
numerically in both:

• Sunday Gatherings - To see more people     
  hear the gospel and celebrate the gospel  
  together on a Sunday.
• City Groups - To see our city groups multiply  
   throughout Leeds, deepen in community  
   and desire to be a witness.

SIZE
In 2020 we want to continue the strong push 
and desire for Redeemer to keep growing to 
more accurately reflect the diversity of our 
wonderful city.

This encompasses a diversity of various ages, 
life stages, backgrounds and nationalities.

DIVERSITYDEPTH



We started as a church plant, we have sent out church planters and we support church planters. We are part of the Acts 29 church 
planting Network where we seek to profile church planting. But we want to see more churches planted in order to see more people 
reached with the gospel. We want to see churches planted in our city and beyond.

Our vision from the beginning has been that Redeemer would be a part of seeing God at work to transform our whole city. God has 
done this in the past and we believe he is still able to work in such power that a whole city can be transformed. Such a transformation is 
beyond us and our making. It will require a city wide movement birthed by the Spirit and carried along by his power. Whilst we cannot 
control such a thing we can work and pray towards:
 
  • Transformed LIVES - as people encounter the gospel through the witness of Redeemer
  • Transformed COMMUNITIES - as we serve, love, and bless our communities
  • Transformed STRUCTURES - as Christians work together for the good of the whole city
 
By 2020 we want Redeemer to be woven more deeply into the fabric of Leeds, praying more fervently for a renewing & reviving work 
of the Holy Spirit while pursuing a generous, gospel hearted, city wide view of all we do as a church.

We can and must have vision and ambition. It is right to plan and to pray, but unless God builds this then we labour in vain. There are 
many things that will need to begin, continue, or develop in order to see this vision realised. However in order for any of this happen 
there is always a call and a cost.

God’s specific plans and purposes for us as a church are, ultimately, known to him but unknown to us. Yet we move ahead with 
confidence knowing that the growth of the gospel, through the planting of churches, for the glory of his name, is his passion. He will 
use our works to achieve his plans and we can be humbled, thankful and filled with peace knowing he is wiser than us but pleased to 
want to use us.

PLANT

IMPACT

HOW WILL WE DO THIS?

LEEDS
Leeds is a great city with great gospel need. 
There are vast tracts of the city that remain 
largely untouched by the gospel & not served 
by gospel churches. We want Redeemer to be 
a part of addressing that need. By 2020 (10 
years since the Astons moved) it is our 
ambition to plant two new congregations:
 
• One outside the central area we 
   already serve
• One on a council estate

We plan on adopting a network approach to 
planting churches within the city. This 
approach sees congregations planted in 
di�erent geographical areas that remain 
together in a close network to maximise 
resources, strategy and impact.

A NETWORK APPROACH
As well as being passionate about planting in 
our city we want to rejoice that the gospel 
gives us a global vision. So we want to see 
churches planted in Yorkshire, the UK, Europe 
and into the World. We will see this desire 
supported through:
 
• SENDING planters and gospel workers
• PARTNERING with church planters and         
   church planting teams
• ENVISIONING Redeemer to see the global  
   scope of the gospel  

BEYOND

• To PARTICIPATE in the vision
• To PURSUE Christ with deeper passion
• To PRAY with more fervency

THE CALL

• COMFORT:  Things will change as we pursue this vision. Some of those changes will be painful, awkward, exciting and disorienting. Change is always a  
        call to sacrifice but the gospel is an invitation to rest in the unchanging one—Jesus—and he is worth it.

• FINANCIAL: There will be a finical cost as we move forward. To build a team, to invest in structures & systems, to fund new plants, to provide the right 
         meeting spaces, all of this will cost more money. God is the one who provides for all of our needs, but his provision comes through the  
         sacrificial giving of his people.

THE COST


